Business process compliance checking serves to discover legal or self-regulatory violations in business processes using process models. This way, companies can react to new regulations and avoid violations quickly, hence prevent negative monetary or even legal consequences. In the business process compliance management literature, we find an abundance of approaches supporting business process compliance checking. Although many of these approaches show promise to support business process compliance checking by providing model checking-like methodologies, hardly any of them provide a common list of relevant compliance rules or violations that should be checked for. With this paper, we aim at making a step towards comprehensive catalogues of compliance rules that can be used as input for business process compliance checking approaches. In particular, we analyse two legal documents providing a set of compliance rules for service processes in financial industries. We derive compliance patterns from them and apply them to a large business process model coming from a German IT service provider for banks, using a graph pattern-based compliance checking approach. As a result, we show that deriving business process compliance rules from legal texts leads to meaningful patterns matching several subsections of common process models of financial services. Hence, we can expect catalogues of such patterns to be promising for supporting business process analysts in compliance checking.

1 Introduction

In recent years, business process compliance management (BPCM) has become a common service in highly regulated industries. BPCM serves to assure the conformance of a company’s business processes with law and internal regulations. Its goal is to prevent negative monetary or even legal consequences resulting from (mostly unconsciously committed) regulatory violations. Many BPCM approaches have been developed in the last few years (El Kharbili et al. 2008, Karagiannis 2008, Schwab 2012). One special kind of such approaches, which will be addressed in this paper, is business process compliance checking. The idea of business process compliance checking is to detect subsections of business processes that either indicate the fulfilment of a compliance requirement or its violation. Hence, through applying business process compliance checking, we can detect both compliant and non-compliant business process subsections. To detect such subsections, business process compliance checking approaches make use of business process models (and further, related models like, e.g., organizational charts and data models) and search them for subsections either fulfilling or violating a compliance rule (e.g., El Kharbili et al. 2008, Becker et al. 2012). The subsections that are searched for must correspond with
a specific structure and contents – a model pattern – that specifies the compliance fulfilment/violation and serves as input for the compliance checking approach.

Figure 1 illustrates business process compliance checking with a simple rule called the 4-eye-principle (cf. Delfmann et al. 2015). It prescribes that a document has to be double-checked before it can be cleared. The double-check has to be performed by two different employees, where the employee who conducts the second check has to be superordinate to the first one.

In terms of a compliance pattern representing the fulfilment of a compliance rule, in a process model, there has to be an activity performing a check, which is followed by a further check activity across a process path. Both activities handle the same document, and the second activity is executed by an employee different from the first one. Furthermore, the second employee has to be superordinate to the first one. For a compliance check, this means that the structure described above must be contained in a process model, and, furthermore, the hierarchical order of employees must be contained in an organizational chart. A corresponding compliance checking approach takes a compliance pattern like the 4-eye-principle as input and returns all pattern occurrences in the models to be checked. In the exemplary case, the pattern describes a compliant model section. However, to find compliance violations, it is also possible to design anti-patterns describing model sections that violate compliance rules. For instance, to detect violations of the 4-eye-principle, we would formulate a pattern that either searched for double checks neglecting different responsible persons or for checks missing a second check.

A compliance checking process in a company using a compliance checking approach and patterns as outlined above typically proceeds as follows: The compliance responsible defines which compliance rules coming from law or internal regulations are relevant for the processes to be checked. These rules are then transformed into compliance patterns and applied to the process models of interest using a compliance checking approach. The compliance checking results in a set of pattern matches that may indicate either compliant parts of the process models of interest (in case the patterns depict compliant situations) or non-compliant parts (in case the patterns depict compliance violations). Usually, compliance pattern matches only indicate that there may be a compliant part or a compliance violation of the process model. Full automation is hardly possible due to the degrees of freedom of process modelling. Hence, every match has to be checked whether or not it is really a compliance fulfilment/violation. The benefit of compliance checking approaches, however, is still seen in time savings, as the pure search for compliance-relevant process parts can be heavily accelerated.

Many compliance checking approaches exist, which are based on graph pattern matching, linear temporal logic, computation tree logic, or similar concepts mostly coming from applied or theoretical computer science (cf. Becker et al. 2012, Delfmann et al. 2015). However, hardly any of these approaches provide comprehensive lists, catalogues or repositories of compliance patterns – neither general patterns relevant for most industries nor specialized ones related to particular industries or branches. Although no such list could ever be exhaustive in terms of providing every relevant compliance rule for a company, they can very likely support compliance managers in composing relevant patterns for the respective company.

With this paper, we strive to make a step towards a common catalogue of compliance patterns that can serve as input for business process compliance checking approaches. We
argue that, with such a catalogue along with a compliance checking approach, compliance managers can be supported in their everyday work. Therefore, we analyse two particular legal texts – in this case relevant for the financial industry – and derive relevant compliance rules from them. We then transform these rules into patterns as outlined in Figure 1. For each rule, we consider that analysts might want to search both for compliant process sections and for non-compliant process sections. Hence, we formulate both patterns representing a process subsection complying with a rule and patterns representing a process subsection violating a rule (anti-patterns). To make the patterns reusable for different compliance checking approaches, we refrain from a special modelling language or a special compliance checking approach. We rather use a graph-like representation that makes it possible to extract the essence of the pattern easily, that is, to realize how a process model section has to look like in order to fulfill the pattern (i.e., either to be compliant or, in case of an anti-pattern, to violate a compliance rule). In order to test the patterns we identified, we apply them to a large process model coming from a German IT service provider for banks, which represents the business processes of wide-spread banking software. The checking is done using a graph pattern-based compliance checking approach, which was available from former research (Delfmann et al. 2015). Note that we do not claim to provide a comprehensive catalogue. We rather show how we can derive compliance rules from legal texts, how they can be represented as patterns and, most importantly, that such common patterns
can indeed be found in typical financial services process models using (semi-)automatic compliance checking, hence that such catalogues very likely make sense. This paper is an extension of a previous study, which was extended by additional patterns and a discussion on anti-patterns (cf. Delfmann and Hübers 2014).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the results of a literature survey taken from previous research, which suggests that up to now, related work does not provide catalogues of compliance patterns so far. Section 3 reports on how we analysed legal texts and how we transformed them into patterns. Furthermore, we elaborate on what (semi-formal, generic) format compliance patterns of a common catalogue should have and why. In Section 4, we apply the compliance patterns to a real-world process model. In particular, we demonstrate how we can transform the patterns from our preliminary catalogue into pattern queries of a particular model query language. Then, we execute the queries onto a large process model of a German IT service provider and provide statistics of how many of the patterns were actually found in the process model. In the discussion in Section 5, we estimate the reusability of the compliance patterns based on the experiences of the real-world application. Furthermore, we give an outlook to further research.

2 Related Work

To estimate the state-of-the-art of current research on compliance rule catalogues, we adopted findings from a literature survey on business process compliance checking (Becker et al. 2012). The analysis comprised compliance checking approaches that are all based on some kind of pattern matching, that is, they search for subsections in process models, the structure and contents of which indicate either a compliance violation or can be considered compliant. Hence, they can be considered to support compliance checking based on pattern catalogues.

The approaches are different in their underlying methodology for identifying model subsections. Hence, their expressive power differs. This means that some of them are able to identify model subsections of arbitrary complexity, some of them are restricted to express the order of process model activities only. Furthermore, they are different in the modelling languages they support. Some approaches are independent of a particular modelling language; some are specially tailored for particular modelling languages.

Moreover, some of the approaches solely exist as a concept, some come with a prototype, and only one was applied in a real-world scenario (for a detailed analysis of these characteristics, cf. Becker et al. 2012). Depending on the application scenario, that is, the business domain, the process models to be analysed, the compliance patterns to be checked and the technical set-up, it has to be decided which approach should be employed. The literature survey has shown that, so far, no compliance checking approach exists that comes with a comprehensive catalogue of compliance patterns. In the following, we list related approaches that could take compliance patterns as input. Furthermore, we outline which of them come with a list of compliance patterns. We distinguish three categories (cf. Table 1):

1. Approaches that come with only examples of compliance patterns

2. Approaches that come with examples of compliance patterns and apply them with help of an implementation of the approach

3. Approaches that come with real-world compliance patterns, that is, patterns that came from regulations in a real-world compliance checking scenario

The approaches listed here originate from a literature survey we conducted in a previous
research project (Becker et al. 2012). Note that we do not elaborate on technical details of the underlying compliance checking technique of the approaches here. For this paper, it is particularly important that all of the approaches incorporate a compliance checking technique similar to that outlined in Section 1.

Virtually all of the analysed approaches present a compliance checking methodology, but abstain from providing particular compliance patterns. Most of the authors rely on example patterns to illustrate the functionality of their approach (cf. Table 1, Category 1); some even apply these example patterns in line with an implementation of their approach (cf. Table 1, Category 2). Only two articles report on an implementation and application of their approaches to a real-world industry scenario and provide a list of compliance patterns (cf. Table 1, Category 3). However, both articles provide a short list of exemplary patterns only and do not consider comprehensive catalogues. The reason is that the goal of both articles is to exemplarily apply and evaluate a compliance checking approach in a particular scenario, rather than providing a comprehensive catalogue of compliance patterns.

Hence, the survey suggests that, up to now, there is no general or at least industry branch-related list of reusable compliance patterns.

### 3 Business Process Compliance Patterns

To establish a first catalogue of business process compliance patterns, we chose two legal texts, which contain compliance rules relevant for one of the most highly regulated industries: the financial sector (Abdullah et al. 2010). In particular, we analysed the German Money Laundering Act (Geldwäschegesetz, GwG) and the Minimum Requirements for Risk Management (MaRisk) (Lorenz 2008).
As these legal texts are provided in text form only, we had to transform the text-based legal regulations into formal graph-based compliance patterns.

3.1 Representation of Compliance Patterns

To do so, we need to provide a way of pattern representation that takes into account the graph characteristic of business process models (and other kinds of models). So, for example, we must be able to represent process model nodes, edges, paths and captions. Figure 2 outlines the way we represent compliance patterns in the following. Alternative ways of representing compliance rules have been proposed, for instance, by Awad et al. (2011), Knuplesch et al. (2013), and Siena et al. (2012). They obey a specified abstract syntax and are specifically related to a checking mechanism. We abstain from such a specialized formalization, as the patterns we aim at providing in the form of catalogues should be reusable by different compliance checking approaches (cf. Section 1).

The compliance patterns we derived from the legal texts consist of activity nodes, data object nodes, organizational object nodes, edges between these nodes, paths (i.e., edges of the pattern that represent paths over multiple nodes in the models to be checked; cf. Section 1), and captions. Furthermore, we introduce the “forbidden” element to display that in some situations, certain objects or relationships are not allowed to appear within a process model section to match a pattern. We decided to use these kinds of nodes and edges as they are the most common elements in process models. Furthermore, the regulations we identified from the legal texts were referring mostly to such parts of a business process. Captions, that is, the names nodes and/or edges should contain to match a pattern, are placed within the boundaries of the nodes or onto the edges/paths.

Using this way of representation, the compliance rule example outlined in Section 1 would be represented like illustrated in Figure 3. In particular, the pattern prescribes that a model section matching the pattern should contain an activity labelled with a phrase containing the term “check”, which is followed by another activity over a process path of previously unknown length. That second activity should be labelled with a phrase containing the term “verify”. The first activity must be annotated with an input data object, the second one with an output data object. Both data objects should be the same (indicated through the variables A and B contained in the captions and the equation A=B). Furthermore, the activities have to be annotated with organizational objects, where a directed path leads from the second organizational object to the first one, indicating that the second organizational object is superordinate to the first one.

As already outlined in Section 1, in some situations it makes sense to search not only for
compliant parts of a process model but also for such parts violating compliance rules. A process model part violating the above mentioned rule would violate the 4-eye-principle, hence the check and verify activity would be performed by the same person. A corresponding anti-pattern that could be used for identifying compliance violations could be represented as follows (cf. Figure 4). As opposed to the pattern matching to process model sections complying with the 4-eye-principle, the anti-pattern requires the annotated organizational units to carry the same label and does not require them to be related via a directed disciplinary path.

![Figure 4: An exemplary compliance rule "4-eye-principle", representing a violation](image)

We argue that deriving both patterns and anti-patterns from legal regulations makes sense as this way, we can search both for compliant process parts and non-compliant ones, so we can increase the chance to find compliance violations, which sometimes is hindered by the fact that the same process can be modelled in different ways.

To particularize compliance patterns, they can be further annotated with explanations. Certainly, as these patterns do not adhere to a special syntax, they have to be transformed into a representation fitting to the compliance checking approach they are to be used with.

### 3.2 Transformation of Legal Texts into Compliance Patterns

To obtain a pattern as described above, we need to transform a legal text containing a compliance rule into a compliance pattern. Such a transformation requires an analysis of the legal text concerning the nodes and edges contained in the target pattern. In particular, we analysed the legal texts with regard to statements describing tasks, involved persons and/or institutions, documents and/or data/information, execution order and relationships between tasks, persons/institutions, and documents/data/information. Based on these informations, we could create compliance patterns by transforming text describing a task into a process pattern activity, text describing a person/institution into an organizational object, text describing a document/data/information into a data object and text describing execution order and other relationships into edges or paths (related work on extracting models automatically from natural language texts has been done, e.g., by Hassan and Logrippo (2009) and Maxwell and Anton (2009). A survey of related approaches is provided by Ghanavati et al.(2011)).

![Figure 5: Pattern “Identification” of GwG](image)

Consider the following example taken from §1 of the GwG [translated from German]: “Identification in the context of this law consists of (1) the determination of the identity by data collection and (2) the check of the identity.” This paragraph prescribes for every identification of a person (e.g., a customer of a bank) that, as soon as the identification data of a person have been gathered, these data have to be verified. For a compliance pattern, this means that an activity "*identify*" has to be followed by another activity "*check*", before the identity data can be reused in the further course of the process. Hence, between
the identification and the check, no further activity is allowed that uses the identity data. Both activities have to be connected to a data object “identity”. The names of the activities are specified using wild-cards as we cannot forecast how the terms “identify” and “check” will be inflected in an activity caption and what further words will be used. A corresponding compliance pattern looks like the one outlined in Figure 5.

![Figure 6: Anti-pattern “Identification” of GwG](image)

The corresponding anti-pattern would require using personal data before they are verified. Hence, for the anti-pattern, the “*check*” activity would be the forbidden one, whereas the activity using the personal data and representing no check would be located at the end of the path (cf. Figure 6).

Note that that every process model to be checked with an automatic or semi-automatic compliance checking approach has to be unambiguous, that is, terminologically standardized. Otherwise, any attempt to extract information automatically (like it is done with compliance checking approaches) might result in ambiguous or even useless results.

Terminological standardization can be achieved, for instance, by enforcing a process modeller to use predefined correct terms and phrases coming, for instance, from an enterprise glossary (like it is proposed, e.g., by Delfmann et al. (2009)). Another way of assuring unambiguity of process model element labels is to annotate formal process ontologies defining the exact meaning of every used concept (cf., e.g., Thomas and Fellmann (2009)). To assure unambiguous models, both ontology annotation or term and phrase enforcement have to take place already during the modelling process. Otherwise, once we try to disambiguate existing process models, we cannot guess what the person who modelled the process exactly meant with a label given to a process element (e.g., a “bill” could be a banknote or an invoice). Hence, to use the compliance patterns we introduce in the following, it is necessary to align the terms used in their labels to the glossary of terms used in the respective company the patterns should be applied to.

A very restrictive way to ensure terminological unambiguity in conceptual model is to not only predefine allowed terms but also the way how they can be combined. For instance, the *PICTURE* modelling language (Becker et al. 2007) provides 24 process activity types with a predefined semantics specially tailored for public administration processes. This way, the modeller has no chance to produce ambiguous labels. *Icebricks* is another process modelling language (Becker et al. 2013) that enforces the modeller to use a combination of one business object term (a noun predefined through an enterprise glossary) and one business procedure term (a verb predefined through an enterprise glossary) to denote a process model activity.

As a precondition to use any automatic compliance checking approach at all is to have terminologically unambiguous models, we also employed one in our study. In particular, we analysed process models that were built with the icebricks language (cf. Section 4.2).

### 3.3 Identified Compliance Patterns

In total, we could identify 21 business process compliance patterns out of the GwG and 82 patterns out of MaRisk. In the following, we will outline three rules out of GwG and five rules out of MaRisk and present corresponding patterns and anti-patterns. Please note
that we not claim to present a comprehensive catalogue here. We rather outline how such a catalogue can be designed and how corresponding patterns look like. The first pattern of GwG already served as an example in Section 3.2 (see above). Further patterns are presented below.

For instance, one rule explicated in GwG prescribes that before every financial transaction, the involved client has to be identified according to the definition in Section 3.2. A corresponding pattern is illustrated in Figure 7. Here, a process activity containing either the term “transfer”, “deposit” or “pay” has to be preceded by another activity named like “identify”, either directly or across a path of activities.

The corresponding anti-pattern is depicted in Figure 8. In order to violate the compliance rule, a process model would have to contain a transaction activity (containing the terms “transfer”, “deposit”, or “pay”), which is preceded by a path that originates from a start activity of the process. The path is not allowed to contain an “identify” activity. Actually, this means that nowhere before the transaction, an identification takes place, so the compliance rule is violated. The start activity is characterized through the “forbidden” incoming edge.

Another rule out of GwG requires recurring checks of data or of documents. Such a rule can be represented as a compliance pattern as follows: an activity holding a label that contains the term “check” is connected to itself via a directed path of arbitrary length. This means that a corresponding process model must contain a loop of sequence flows containing the activity. Furthermore, the activity has to be connected to a data object (cf. Figure 9).

In Figure 10, we provide two possible anti-patterns for the compliance rule “recurring checks”. Either the check is not recurring or there is no check at all. The former would require a process model to contain a “check” activity that is not connected to itself via a path, the latter would require the process model to contain no “check” activity at all.
A rule contained in MaRisk dictates that before every trade, the involved parties have to explicitly agree on the conditions of the trade. A corresponding pattern is shown in Figure 11. An activity named with a phrase containing the term “trade” has to be preceded by an activity named with a phrase containing “agree”, which is, in turn, connected to a data object named “conditions”.

**Figure 11: Pattern “agreement” of MaRisk**

The anti-pattern representing a violation of the “agreement” rule is shown in Figure 12. The structure of this anti-pattern is similar to that of the anti-pattern “identification – transaction” of GwG. The pattern requires that, in order to violate the “agreement” rule, a process model containing a “trade” activity must not contain an “agree” activity connected to a “conditions” data object anywhere on a path before it. In other words, a path coming from any process start element and ending in the “trade” activity is not allowed to carry such an “agree activity” to match the pattern.

**Figure 12: Anti-pattern “agreement” of MaRisk**

A further MaRisk rule requires that any data produced during a trade transaction have to be forwarded to a settlement department. The corresponding pattern consists of a path of arbitrary length starting in an activity named like “trade”, which has an output data object. The path ends in an activity that has an input data object, which has to be the same one as that of the first activity (A=B). Furthermore, it is connected to an organizational object named “settlement” (cf. Figure 13).

**Figure 13: Pattern “settlement” of MaRisk**

The corresponding anti-pattern of the “settlement” rule can be designed as follows (cf. Figure 14): Any “trade” activity found in the process model is not allowed to be followed anywhere on a path succeeding it by an activity sending the data produced by the “trade” activity to a settlement department. Note that this pattern would even match a process model containing a sending activity, but with inappropriate data.

**Figure 14: Anti-pattern “settlement” of MaRisk**

A rule contained in MaRisk is based on a rule prescribing that every trade transaction has to be confirmed. For the pattern, this means that a
“trade" activity must be followed by a “confirm" activity over a path of arbitrary length. To assure that the confirmation is related to the trade, both activities must act upon the same data. Thus, the first activity produces output data that are consumed by the second one. To assure identity of both data objects, their labels have to be the same (A=B, cf. Figure 15).

![Figure 15: Pattern “confirmation” of MaRisk](image)

The structure of the corresponding anti-pattern is similar to that of the “settlement” anti-pattern. It highlights every process model section that contains a “trade” activity not followed by a confirmation at all (cf. Figure 16).

![Figure 16: Anti-pattern “confirmation” of MaRisk](image)

MaRisk prescribes a further rule that is related to dunning processes. It requires that, for every transaction related to a credit (e.g., redemption or transfer of documents), the financial institute has to establish a dunning process. A corresponding compliance pattern requires that, in every process related to a credit, an activity containing the term “credit” must be related to an activity across a sequence flow path of arbitrary length containing the term “dun” (cf. Figure 17).

![Figure 17: Pattern “dunning” of MaRisk](image)

A corresponding anti-pattern can be designed as depicted in Figure 18. The pattern requires that if a process model contains an activity containing the term “credit”, it must not be followed by another activity containing the term “dun” until the end of the process model.

![Figure 18: Anti-pattern “dunning” of MaRisk](image)

The last pattern we present here also originates from MaRisk and is based on a rule prescribing that before a credit transaction can be executed, an explicit decision has to be made before. The corresponding pattern (cf. Figure 19) describes a process model section that contains a “transaction” activity that is preceded by a “decision” activity.

![Figure 19: Pattern “credit decision” of MaRisk](image)

The corresponding anti-pattern hence marks a process model section as non-compliant if it
contains a “transaction” activity that is not preceded by a “decision” activity over a path of arbitrary length starting at the beginning of the process model (cf. Figure 20).

Figure 20: Anti-pattern “credit decision” of MaRisk

4 Application

In order to estimate the usefulness of the compliance patterns we identified, we applied them to a large business process model of a German IT service provider for banks using a graph pattern-based business process compliance checking approach named GMQL we developed in the past (Delfmann et al. 2015). Note that this approach was chosen arbitrarily. We could have chosen any other approach outlined in the related work section, as all these approaches have in common that they are searching for process model sections obeying some kind of pattern. However, this approach, alongside with a modelling tool implementation was available to us, as well as the process model of the IT service provider for banks, which was also accessible by the tool. Furthermore, GMQL can handle models of any graph-like modelling language, hence using GMQL, we were flexible in matters of the types of process models to analyse.

Most importantly, GMQL is flexible in the way how properties of process model nodes and edges (such as labels) can be compared and matched. The possibilities reach from simple string comparison over linguistic matching (synonyms, homonyms, composites, derivations, hyponyms, hypernyms, etc.) to ontological concept matching. This is necessary to keep unambiguousness not only in the process models but also within the compliance checking process.

4.1 The Compliance Checking Approach

GMQL consists of nested statements that build up a pattern successively. In particular, the statements available return nodes of a distinct type (e.g., process model activities or organizational units), nodes with defined labels (e.g., “*check*” or “*transfer*”), edges and paths as well as required or forbidden nodes on paths. As the purpose of this paper is not to introduce this approach, we refer to the literature for details on its syntax and semantics (Delfmann et al. 2015). We rather outline its mode of operation. Consider a rule prescribing that a “check” activity should be followed by a “verify” activity further on in the process. A corresponding pattern would be specified as follows using the compliance checking approach (note that for reasons of simplicity, we use a simplified syntax here; furthermore, we assume that the models to be analysed are terminologically standardised, hence the terms “check” and “verify” are part of the enterprise glossary that was used to create the process models):

```
DirectedPaths (ElementsOfType (ObjectsWithValues (“*check*”), Activity), ElementsOfType (ObjectsWithValues (“*verify*”), Activity)
)
```

When a process model is checked against this pattern, the inner statements ObjectsWithValues are evaluated first, and the checking approach returns all model nodes that are labelled with terms containing the word “check” (or “verify”, respectively). Then, these sets of nodes are restricted to nodes of the type
Figure 21: Pattern editor (cf. Delfmann et al. 2015)
Figure 22: Highlighting a pattern match (cf. Delfmann et al. 2015)
“activity” by the statements ElementsOfType. Finally, the checking approach searches for all directed paths from all “check” activities to all “verify” activities using the statement DirectedPaths.

In the corresponding modelling tool the user can specify a pattern using the statements outlined above in a pattern editor (cf. Figure 21). The pattern statements, the basic sets containing the nodes and edges of the models, and the element types of the currently used modelling language are provided as select lists. Variables, variable equations (e.g., “A=B”, cf. Figures 3-4 and 13-16) and labels can be defined and combined with pattern statements. As soon as a pattern is applied to a model, every pattern occurrence is highlighted (cf. Figure 22). The user can browse the different matches.

4.2 Results of Compliance Checking

The process model we checked against the patterns represents core business processes of banks and includes sub-processes dealing with consulting of customers, selling of financial products, archiving, and payment transactions. It was modelled using the process modelling language icebricks (cf. Section 3.2) and contains more than 2000 nodes. The fact that the process model was modelled with a non-standard language was no problem as the compliance checking approach we applied was independent of modelling languages. The modelling language of the process model comes with a terminological standardisation of labels, so we could assume that the model was unambiguous (cf. again Section 3.2). The catalogue of valid terms (including composite terms!) the modelling language was based upon was also known, so we could use the provided terms for the specification of the patterns. This way, we could expect that the terms used in the patterns were also used in the models, so we would not encounter any problems related to term mismatches.

We checked the process model against all the compliance patterns indicating a compliant model section we could identify from the legal texts. The patterns were adjusted to the standardized terminology used by the modelling language. The valid terms were taken from the glossary the modelling language provided. We transformed the patterns into pattern queries of the pattern matching approach shortly introduced above. The results are shown in Figures 23-25. For some patterns, we could find occurrences in the model, some were not found, and, furthermore, some patterns had to be omitted. The omitted patterns represented structures purely occurring in organizational charts (not structures in process models accessing organizational units!). As we could only analyse a process model, it did not make sense to search for organizational chart structures. In the figures, we provide the percentage of patterns of which we could find occurrences in the models, the percentage of patterns of which we could not find any occurrences, and percentage of patterns we excluded from the search.

The results show that the percentage of patterns for which we could find occurrences in the process model is quite low. However, we did expect a low hit rate, due to the following reasons: First, we did not analyse the detailed context of the process model beforehand, so
we did not know which of the compliance rules were relevant for the process at all. Second, we did not know the “degree of compliance” of the process. Hence, against the backdrop of these “tough” test conditions, the number of found pattern occurrences appears rather high.

Figure 25: MaRisk compliance checking results

Regarding the relevance of the results, we have to distinguish two different views on precision and recall of GMQL and the patterns. As GMQL is based on the graph theoretical concepts of subgraph isomorphism and subgraph homeomorphism, it returns – by definition – all subsections of an analysed model that match the given pattern in terms of structure and label contents. Hence, regarding structure and label contents only, both precision and recall are always 100.

Concerning the question whether a returned subsection is really a compliance fulfilment/violation strongly depends on the compliance checking situation, hence the particular company, the process context, and the compliance rule depicted in the pattern. Hence, a returned result must always be reviewed by a compliance expert who decides whether or not the result really is a compliance fulfilment/violation. At a first glance, inevitable manual review seems to question the automatic compliance checking approach. However, we argue that the pure process of searching for potential compliance fulfilments/violations can be considerably streamlined. Furthermore, it must be questioned if it is possible at all to fully automate compliance checking. Hence, although we did not perform a precision/recall evaluation concerning the question whether or not a found pattern match is really a compliance fulfilment/violation or vice versa, we argue that even if GMQL and the patterns would provide only a very low precision/recall, we would still benefit. However, former studies have already shown that using compliance checking and compliance patterns exhibit very satisfactory precision and recall (cf. Becker et al. 2014).

The results of the pattern matching experiment suggest that extracting regulations from legal texts, transforming them into compliance patterns and searching for them in conceptual models (even in models of which we do not know the contents and their compliance context in detail) can be useful, as occurrences of common compliance patterns indeed exist in such models and can be found through pattern matching. We can assume that these pattern occurrences indicate model sections that indeed comply with a legal regulation or – in the case of anti-patterns – contain a compliance violation. Identifying such model sections automatically may reduce the sheer effort of searching for them, and hence support compliance officers in their everyday work. If we could provide a common catalogue of compliance patterns, we could further reduce the effort of arranging a list of regulations valid for a company and their subsequent transform-
ation into patterns, because we could reuse existing knowledge.

5 Discussion and Outlook

In this paper, we have identified several graph-like compliance patterns to identify sections in conceptual models representing either compliant parts of a company’s information system or part violating compliance rules. The patterns were derived from regulations we extracted from legal texts related to the financial industries. In particular, we analysed the German Money Laundering Act (Geldwäschegesetz, GwG) and the Minimum Requirements for Risk Management (MaRisk) (Lorenz 2008). The patterns we identified are supposed to be provided to compliance officers of financial institutions in the form of a common catalogue, so they can be reused for compliance checking. We see the benefit of such a catalogue in the fact that compliance officers using business process compliance checking to inspect their business processes can reuse the patterns as input for compliance checking. Building such a catalogue each time from scratch instead may be cumbersome, as compliance patterns have to be derived from legal or other regulatory texts first. We expect that a compliance pattern catalogue that was derived from common regulations can contribute to decrease such effort, as we can reuse existing knowledge.

With our pattern matching experiment, we could show that patterns derived from common legal texts indeed can be found in process models (in this case, in an arbitrarily chosen process model from the financial industry!). We could observe several pattern occurrences, although we did not align the compliance context of the process model and the context of the compliance patterns. This result shows that there exist sections in process models that correspond with rules derived from common legal texts. For the construction of a company-specific compliance pattern catalogue, such common patterns can be used as a starting point.

In this paper, we developed a first beta-version of a common compliance pattern catalogue for the financial industry. Although we can expect that a catalogue can provide value for compliance management, the results of this paper are subject to limitations: First, in fact we derived compliance patterns to identify both compliant parts of a conceptual model and those parts violating a compliance rule. However, in our pattern matching experiment, we applied only the former ones. Hence, in further experiments, we will also apply the anti-patterns to estimate their usefulness in compliance checking. Second, we restricted our analysis to the financial sector. Future analyses will extend pattern construction to further business domains. Third, we restricted our analysis to regulations coming from the German speaking area. It is very likely that regulations of other countries can be transformed into patterns in a similar way. Hence, future work will also address the internationalisation of the catalogue to make companies from outside of middle Europe benefit from compliance pattern catalogues, too. Fourth, we do not yet know if the way how we represent compliance patterns is sufficient for all thinkable compliance patterns. This is to be checked in the context of further compliance rule constructions. However, as the way how we represent compliance patterns is not bound to any formal syntax, we expect that it can be extended easily. Fifth, we did not analyse for what kinds of business processes what kind of compliance pattern was relevant. Sixth, we did not include compliance experts from practice in our analysis. These both aspects will also be subject of future research and will, seventh, help us estimating precision and recall of compliance patterns.
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